ABSTRACT. Let 9 be a K-complete ideal over k. The structure of the completion of the Boolean algebra ¡p(k)/S is investigated with respect to properties of the ideal 9 and the cardinal n. It is shown that under certain conditions Comp(ja(ic)/S) is isomorphic to a collapse algebra.
Introduction.
In [BV] it is proven that Comp(jo(/c)/3:K) and CoI(u>,k+) are isomorphic if 2K = k+ and /c is a regular uncountable cardinal (and where 3K is the ideal of all subsets of k of size < k). In this paper we extend this result to: THEOREM 1.
Let k be a regular uncountable cardinal such that 2K = k+. Let 3 be a K-complete nowhere precipitous ideal over k. Then Comp(p(/c)/3:) and Col(w, k+) are isomorphic.
COROLLARY 2. Assume V = L. For every regular uncountable cardinal k and every K-complete ideal 3 over k, Comp(so(/c)/3) and Col(u>, k+) are isomorphic. and Col(w,/c+) are isomorphic.
REMARK. "If V -L, then Comp(p(u;i)/9i) and Co\(oj, uj2) are isomorphic" is proven independently using a different method in [BTW] .
REMARK. Let A = p+ < n. Let 3¡ be a A-complete and not A+-complete ideal over k. Then jp(rc)/3 as a forcing notion collapses either A+ to A, or A to p (see [F] ). If A = k, the latter happens (see [BTW] ).
2. Notation and definitions. Lowercase Greek letters are reserved for ordinals. Let k,t,p be cardinals. If X,Y C p(k), then X ÇÇ_ Y iff (Vy G Y)(3x G X)(x Ç y); we say that X refines Y, or that X is a refinement of Y.
If B is a Boolean algebra, then Iß is its greatest element, while Oß is its least element. B+ = B -{0B}-IfbGB, then B\b = {c G B: c < b}. Comp(P) denotes the Boolean completion of B (it can be defined as the algebra of regular open sets of the Stone space of B and is unique up to isomorphism).
Let b G B+. P Ç B+ is a partition ofb iff P is a maximal disjoint subfamily of elements of (B\b)+. If Pi,P2 are partitions of b, then
Pi << P2 iff (Vc G Pi)(3d G P2)(c < d);
we say Pi refines P2, or that Pi is a refinement of P2. (Pa : a < A) is a descending sequence of partitions ofb iff PQ << Pß whenever ß < a < A. 3 is a X-complete ideal over k iff S Ç p(n), 3 ^ p(k), S is closed under unions of size < A and under the subset operation, and 3 contains all singletons of k. S+ = p(K) -3. 9f* = {X Ç k: (k -X) G 3f}, which is the dual filter to 3.
For an A G 9+ define §¡\A -{X C k : (Xf)A) G^s} (which also is a A-complete ideal over /c and 9¡ Ç ^\A). 3K = {X C k: \X\ < k} is the Fréchet ideal over k.
Let X,Y G 3. Then X Ç* Y iff (X -Y) G 3. PC p(K) is ^¡-disjoint iff (VX t¿ y e P)(X n Y G S). P Ç p(/c) is an o/most disjoint family iff P is Q^-disjoint. Let S ë 3+, then P Ç p(S) n 3+ is an ^-partition of 5 iff P is ^-disjoint and maximal. (Pa : a G A) is a descending sequence of S -partitions of S iff for every a G X, Pa is an 3-partition of S and PQ ÇC Pß whenever a < ß < A. Let (Pn: n < u) be a descending sequence of S-partitions of S. Then a sequence (Xn '■ n < w) is a pai/i through (Pn : n < u>) iff for every new, X" e Pn and also Xn+i Q Xn.
3 is a precipitous ideal iff for every S G S+ and for every descending sequence (P": n G üj) of 3-partitions of S, there is a path through with a nonempty intersection. S is nowhere precipitous iff for every A G 9f+, $$\A is not precipitous.
Let X Ç k. Define X/3 = {Y C k: (X -Y) U (Y -X) G 3}, p(/e)/3 = {X/3: X Ç «}, X/3íAF/3í = (Xnr)/9í, x/|5rvy/9; = (xuF)/9, -X/3 = (K -X)/9f.
Thus p(/c)/3i, A, and V form a A-complete Boolean algebra (for 9 is A-complete) with 0/3 = ÎÏ being its smallest element and /c/3: being its greatest element. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let P be a set partially ordered by <. D Ç P is dense in P iff (Vp G P)(3d G D)(d < p). P is X-closed iff for any descending sequence (pa: a < ß) of length ß < X of elements of P, there is a p G P such that (Va < /3)(p < pa). d(P) = mm{\D\ : D is dense in P}.
3. Preliminaries.
LEMMA 4. Let X be an infinite cardinal and k be a cardinal > 2. A Boolean algebra B is (X,-,k)-nowhere distributive iff there is a sequence (PQ : a < X) of partitions of 1B such that (Vb G B+)(3a G X)(\{p G Pa : p A 6 ^ 0ß}| > k).
PROOF. See Lemma 1.11 in [BSV] . D LEMMA 5. Let X be an infinite cardinal and k be a cardinal > 2. Let B be a complete (X,-,k)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra containing a X-closed dense subset. Let d(B) -n<x. Then B is isomorphic to Col(A,/c).
PROOF. See Theorem 1.15 and Corollary 1.16 in [BSV] . G LEMMA 6.
Let k be an uncountable cardinal. Let 3 be a countably complete ideal over k. 3 is nowhere precipitous iff there is a descending sequence of 3-partitions of k with no path through whose intersection is nonempty.
PROOF. Assume that 3 is nowhere precipitous (the opposite direction is obvious). Note that if A G 9f+, then (S|A)+ Ç 3+ and so if C G (9f|A)+ and W
is an (3|A)-partition of C, C G 3+ and W is an 3-partition of C as well. Since 9 is nowhere precipitous, $S\A is not precipitous for any A G S+. I.e., there are C G C$¡\Á)+ and a descending sequence of (3|A)-partitions with no path through whose intersection is nonempty. Thus there is C G 3+ so that CCA and , n there is a descending sequence (W(C, n) : n < uj) of ^-partitions of C with no path through whose intersection is nonempty.
We have just shown that the set of all C G 3+ for which (*) holds is dense in (3f+,C). Therefore there is an 3-disjoint partition F of k so that (*) holds for every C G F. Now for every n < u> define Wn = \J{W(C,n): C G F}. Since F is an îï-disjoint family, all Wn's are ^-partitions of k and form a descending sequence of partitions.
If (X": n < w) is a path through (Wn: n < oj), then Xo G W(C, 0) for some C G F and since Xn Ç I0 C C, (Xn: n < u>) is a path through (W(C,n): n <u), and hence its intersection is empty. D LEMMA 7. Let k,X be uncountable cardinals. Let 9; be a X-complete nowhere precipitous ideal over k. Then p(/c)/3 is (w,-, A+)-nowhere distributive.
PROOF. By Lemma 6 there is a descending sequence (Wn: N < w) of bipartitions of k with no path through whose intersection is nonempty.
We shall prove that (VX G S+)(3n < u)(\{Y G Wn : X/3 A Y/3 ¿ 0/3}| > A+). An. Define Zft = Y0n and Z£ = Y£ -(j{Y^ : ß < a} for all a < A". Since 3 is A-complete and An < A, {Z™ : a < Xn} is a disjoint 3-partition of X refining QnLet Zn = X -(J{Z£ : a<Xn}. Then every Z"e9 and so X -\J{Zn : n < lo} ¿ 0, for 3 is countable complete. Pick any p G X -{J{Zn: n < oj}. For every n < to, p G X and p £ Zn, hence there must be some an < Xn so that p G Z£n Ç Y£n.
Since (W" : n < w) is a descending sequence of 3-partitions of k, (Y£ : n < w) is a (descending) path through (Wn : n < u) which has a nonempty intersection (for it contains at least p), a contradiction. D If not, then (3-y G X)(3ß G X)(Va G X)(a > ß -* |YnQQ| < |Q-,|) and so |Y| < IQ^I + |G-y| < k, a contradiction.
Thus we can define by induction a strictly increasing function /: A -► X so that |Y n Qf^)\ > \Q^\ for all 7 G A and 7 < hx(f(l)) < f(l).
For every a G X define Da by (i) if a = f(q) for some 7 G A, then let Da be a subset of (Y n Qf(-f)) of size > |Q-,| but < \Qhx(f(~t))\-Notice that this is possible as 7 < hx(f(l)) and so \Q\\ < \Qhx(f(i))\> Thus Claim 3 is proven.
This completes the proof of the lemma. Ü LEMMA 12. Let X > ui be regular. Let B -Col(w, A+). There is a descending sequence (P" : n < uj) of partitions of Iß such that (V6 G P+)(3n < u>)(3c G Pn)(c < b) and so that \J{Pn : n < u>} is dense in B.
PROOF [SKETCH] . Let C =<UJ (X+). For /,g G C let / < g iff g Ç /. Then B = Comp((C, <)). For every n < uj, let P" =™ (A+). Now it is easy to check that (Pn : n < u)) is a required sequence. PROOF. Easy, left to the reader (or follows from Base Matrix Theorem in [BPS] (see [BVo] )).
LEMMA 14. Let u> = c/(re) < re. Then £>(re)/3fK is uii-closed.
PROOF. Let (re" : n < uj) be an increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal in re. p(k)/S¡k is atomless, for if X ^ 9iK, then |X| = re and so there is Y Ç X so that |Y| = re and |X -Y| = re, hence 0/9K < Y/3K < X/9fK and so X/SK is not an atom. Thus p(re)/SK is w-closed. Let (Xn/SK: n < uj) be a strictly decreasing sequence of elements of p(re)/3K. Let Yn = |~|{^m: m < n} for all n < uj. Since Xn = Y" U \J{Xn -Xm: m < n} and |J{^n -Xm : m < n} G 3K, Y"/9K = Xn/3iK for every n < w. Thus (Yn/9fK: n < w} is a strictly decreasing sequence of elements of p(re)/öK, and therefore |Yn+i -Y"| = re for all n < uj. For each n < uj choose some An C (Yn -Yn+i) of size ren. Let A = (J{An : n < w}-Then \A\ -£{re" : n < oj} = k, A Ç Yo, and for every n > 1, A -Y" -\J{Ai : i < n}, hence A Ç* Yn and so A Ç* Xn for all n < oj. Thus 0/3K < A/SK < X"/3K for all n < uj. < |p(re)| = 2K = re+, c¡(p(re/3;)) = re+ and so g>(re)/9f has a dense set of size re+. Thus, by Lemma 9, Comp(p(re)/3) and Col(w, re+) are isomorphic. D PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. It is known that under V -L, there are no measurable cardinals, and hence no countably complete precipitous ideals (see e.g. [J] ) and that the G.C.H. holds. Therefore for any re-complete ideal S over re, all requirements of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and so Comp(&o(re)/3i) and Co\(u>,k+) are isomorphic. D NOTE. Why cannot Theorem 1 be applied to singular cardinals? For if 3 is a re-complete ideal over a singular cardinal re, then re G 9 and it is a contradiction.
Is it necessary that 3 be re-complete? As long as we can find a dense set of size A+ in p(k)/$¡, we need just A-completeness (see Lemma 9). Thus we need re-completeness only to get "close" to the "natural" estimate of the size of £>(re)/3f. PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let re be a singular cardinal. Assume 2K = re+ and 2c/M _ c/(k) + .
(1) Assume that c/(re) = uj. By Lemmas 13 and 11, p(k)/^k is (uji, -, re+)-nowhere distributive. By Lemma 8, Comp(sp(re)/3;K) is (oji, -, re+)-nowhere distributive.
By Lemma 14, p(k)/^k is wi-closed. By Lemma 8, d(Comp(jp(re)/3K)) > re+. Since \p(k)/^sk\ < 2K --K+,d(Comp(p(K)/%K)) = K+. Since 2K = re+ and c/(re) = w,(re+)<u" = re+. Therefore, by Lemma 5, Comp(ja(re)/9K) and Col(o;i,re+) are isomorphic.
(2) Assume that A = c/(re) > uj.
By Theorem 1, Comp(jp(A)/3iA) is isomorphic to Col(w, A+), for 3f,\ is nowhere precipitous (see [J] or [JP] ), A-complete and 2X = A+. Thus, by Lemma 12, there is a descending sequence (Pn : n < uj) of ^-partitions of A so that (VX G and Col(w,re+) are isomorphic. O
